Introduction
The general frequency assignment problem may be stated as follows: given a number of nodes in a set of communications networks, and constraints imposed by the need to eliminate unacceptable levels of a variety of types of interference between communications links, determine the assignment of frequencies (channels) to each node that achieves acceptable performance relative to one or more selected criteria. This general problem statement encompasses a range of problems of interest to the communications planner. One such problem is the need to assign sets of frequencies or channels to the transponders of a collection of communications satellites serving a variety of geographical areas on the Earth, so that allowable levels of co-channel and adjacent-channel interference are not exceeded, all requirements for channels are met, and the minimum number of channels is utilized. Alternatively, in frequency division multiple access (FDMA) satellite networks, dynamic channel assignment to network nodes accessing a single satellite may be required, while preserving as much continuous spectrum as possible to respond to fluctuating demands.
There are a number of insights to be gained from previous research that may be applied to the development of an approach to the frequency assignment problem.
The frequency assignment problem is NP-hard; it is unlikely that a computational procedure can be devised which will find a truly optimum assignment within reasonable computation time for large, complex problems 15,16. Certain classes of frequency assignment problems are equivalent to graph-coloring problems 18'39. Graph-colorlng approaches therefore provide some strategies which may be extrapolated to specific frequency assignment problems, particularly with regard to ordering of frequency, assignment requirements to be 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 21, 26, 27, 31, 34, 36, 37, 39 satisfied . A number of heuristic approaches to the frequency assignment problem have also been developed.
Such approaches often exploit specific assignment _ in order to minimize spectrum use or, alternative_, maximize spectrum conservation. 1,2,4,10,11,12,13,20,2_,25,.28,29,30,32,3:_,38. An approach particularly relevant to the research presented in this paper is that of lgnizio 19,which uses a generalized goal-programming approach to the minimal interference, multicriterion, N-job, 1-machine scheduling problem. Examination of this approach implies that a more general, N-job, M-machine scheduling approach displays significant promise as a frequency assignment technique.
High demands are placed on virtually all portions of the frequency spectrum that are currently in use for communications applications. Thus, frequency/channel assignment procedures should seek spectrum conservation.
As previous researchers have noted, alternative definitions of spectrum conserving frequency assignment are possible 18. A minimom-grder frequency assignment (utilizing the minimum number of discrete frequencies) may be sought; this objective is desired in circumstances dictating conservation of the maximum number of _ frequency slots for future assignment. Alternatively, a minimum-span assignment (with minimum difference between highest-valued and lowest-valued assigned frequencies) is desired when the mafimum length continuous portion of the spectrum should be conserved for future assignment. These objectives are conflicting: use of a greater frequency span may be required to achieve a minimum-order assignment, and, conversely, use of a higher number of frequencies may be required to achieve a minimum-span assignment.
These conflicting objectives require different modelling and solution approaches, but both objectives are accommodated within the theoretical framework of N-job, M-machine scheduling problems.
Two N-job, M-machine scheduling models of the frequency/channel assignment problem were developed, corresponding to minimum-span and minimum-order frequency assignment objectives, and were applied to problems of varied size and complexity. Results indicate circumstances under which use of each model is suitable.
For the model corresponding to minimum-span frequency assignment, results also indicate circumstances under which each of two requirements-ordering techniques are most effective. Finally, both models and associated requirements-ordering techniques are demonstrated to result in spectrum-conserving frequency assignments, thus presenting an effective ng.e.._l approach for solution of minimum-order and minimumspan frequency assignment problems via N-job, Mmachine scheduling.
Scheduling Models of the Frequency Assi__ament Problem
Two N-job, M-machine scheduling models of the frequency/channel assignment problem are presented below, corresponding to the conflicting objectives of minimum-span and minimum-order frequency assignment, respectively. The first model is a scheduling analog of the minimum span frequency assignment problem -the Minim_lm M k_ Model. The second model is a scheduling analog of the minimum order frequency assignment problem -the_ Resource Model.
The first model is applicable to frequency assignment in portions of the spectrum allocated to more than one service, whose frequency assignments cannot be interleaved or cannot overlap, since the maximum-length continuous portion of the spectrum is conserved for future assignment. The second model is applicable to frequency assignment in portions of the spectrum allocated to only one service, where conservation of the maximum number of frequency slots for future assignment is desired.
2,1 The Minimum Makesp.an Model
Minimization of the makespan, or total time, required to complete a given series of jobs or operations within a schedule is directly analogous to minimizing frequency span, if available frequency bandwidth is mapped into a finite time interval. The minimum time needed to complete all jobs in the schedule will be equivalent to use of the minimum frequency span to complete the assignment.
A schedule will determine specific start and stop times for particular jobs, which consist of a series of distinct operations to be performed on different machines.
Machines represent distinct nodes in a communications system where operating frequencies are required; each node may require a different number of operating frequencies.
An operation within a job represents assignment of one operating frequency to one node; each jg.._, therefore, will consist of the assignment of an operating frequency to each of a series of nodes. Interference protection requirements between operating frequencies at different nodes are represented as time separations between operations within the same job, or different jobs, under the assumption that all interference protection requirements between nodes may be expressed as frequency separation requirements.
To recover a frequency assignment from solution of a scheduling problem, the resulting schedule must translate directly to a frequency assignment. To construct a one-to-one mapping of frequency to time, let time interval (0,...,T) represent the interval (0, BW) where BW, the total frequency bandwidth available, is the difference between the lowest frequency available and the highest frequency available, e.g. Fmax-Fmi n. The interval (0, BW) is discretized by selecting a small portion of the available bandwidth, Fnorm , so that the total interval (0, BW) contains a reasonable number of discrete units that each approximate a unit of frequency separation required between assignments.
In order to construct channel assignments, Fnorm must be art integer divisor of the channel bandwidth. The interval (0, BW) may then be discretized as (0, l*Fnorm, 2*Fnorm ..... BW); discrete times in the interval (0, T) are then:
where fi is in (Fmin,Fmax) , the range of frequencies available for assignment.
Assigned frequency values may be recovered from the scheduling problem solution by inverting (1):
(2)
where xi = (0,...,T).
The transformation from the frequency interval (Fmin,Fmax) to the discretlzed time interval (0,T) is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
The frequency assignment resulting from the scheduling problem solution must determine operating frequencies for a collection of nodes in a network so that the required number of frequencies for each node are found and frequency separation constraints between distinct nodes are satisfied. Each node may require a different number of operating frequencies, since each node may have to accommodate a different quantity of traffic. Primary constraints are those needed to protect signals from co-channel and/or adjacent channel interference, though constraints designed to limit intermodulation interference would not be difficult to include in the model.
Consider a collection of nodes, each requiring assignment
of a specified number of operating frequencies.
Each node may be represented as a machine, upon which one or more processing tasks or operations are to be completed. If each node, Si, i = (1, 2,...,M) is represented as a separate machine, Mi, i = (1,...,M), the task of assigning an operating frequency to any subset of the set of nodes is equivalent to a job, consisting of M or fewer operations, each of which must be performed on a different specified machine.
The series of jobs to be performed is determined by examining nodes in sequence. Assuming that all nodes require at least one operating frequency, the first job will have M operations, to be performed on machines 1,...,M. If some nodes require more than one operating frequency, a second job is constructed which will have an operation associated with each node (machine) requiring an additional operating frequency.
In this manner, a series of jobs (J1, J2,'--, Jn) is constructed, where n is the maximum number of operating frequencies required by any node. Each "job" will be represented by a column vector of Os and ls; a "1"in the i-th row indicates that the job requires an operation to be performed on the i-th machine (i.e., that a frequency is to be assigned to the i-th node).
The sequence of job vectors is lexicographically ordered, as a direct result of the construction sequence, effectively creating a series of subsets of the communications network nodes. The first subset will consist of all nodes requiring at least one operating frequency -or, the complete set. The second subset will consist of all nodes requiring at least two frequencies; the third subset, all those requiring three or more.
The final subset consists of the node(s) requiring the maximum number of frequencies; therefore, the total number of jobs will equal the maximum number of frequencies required by any node. Each subset will contain at most as many elements as its predecessor.
Thus, each job vector will have a non-increasing number of operations.
Operations
within each job are ordered by the machine on which they must be performed. As a result, the scheduling model is simplified since additional variables are not required to associate individual operations with particular machines.
The scheduling model is further simplified in that jobs are scheduled in the same order as constructed; permutations of job ordering need not be considered.
Constraints affecting feasible operating frequencies at different sites are implemented via frequency separation requirements.
The scheduling analog of a frequency separation requirement -to avoid co-channel or adjacent channel interference between operating frequencies assigned to different nodes -is a time separation, expressed as number of discrete time intervals required between operations to be performed on different machines within the same job. A frequency separation requirement between operating frequencies that may be assigned for use by nodes j and k will translate to a time separation requirement tjk, determining the feasible start time for the k-th operation of any job, relative to the scheduled start time for operation j. If the start time for the j-th operation of a given job is .xii, operation k of that job and any subsequent job'cannot start before time xij + tjk. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2 . The question of machine (node) ordering has not yet been dealt with. The total makespan achieved for the schedule will not be affected by the ordering of jobs. Since the earliest available start time on each machine is determined by interference constraints, it is the ordering of nodes or machines that impacts the total makespan by determining the start times x.. feasible for -1j all operations on all machines.
If operations on the machine requiring the maximum number of operations can be started at an earlier time, total makesp-an to complete all operations on that machine will be reduced. The investigation of alternative orderings for machines (nodes) resembles the node-ordering aspect of graphtheoretic implementations of the frequency assignment problem. Optimal ordering of machines (or nodes) will result in minimized makespan, as illustrated in Figure 3 , in which schedules resulting from machine (node) orderings applied to the example of Figure 2 are presented. Each ordering of machines or communications network nodes will have an associated scheduling problem which will determine a frequency assignment. Given an identification of nodes with machines (a node ordering), Minimize [max,(x,, ÷ r_] (3)
Subject to:
where:
x= + t_, _:x_,,
x,_ * r,_ < r (7)
x,,> ] = total number of jobs (sequence of frequency assignments that must be made);
= latest discrete time interval at which any operation may conclude on any machine;
= start time interval of job i (i.e., an operation associated with job i) on machine k (decision variables); tikh offset, in discrete time units, from the start of operation k of job i on machine k that must elapse before a subsequent operation may be started on machine h; rik required processing time in discrete intervals, operation k of job i (which is performed on machine k).
Since i = (1,...,n) and k = (1,...,M), there will be a total of Mn decision variables Xik, the values of which will determine the schedule. Required frequency separations are enforced by constraints (5) and (6). While this set of constraints appears disjunctive, the disjunction is resolved by both nonnegativity and required processing time constraints. Any operation associated with any job will have an associated processing time, which must be taken into account when scheduling operations associated with _ jobs on the same machine. Constraint (4) ensures that the conclusion of operation i precedes the start of operation p for operations performed for different jobs on the same machine. These constraints are considerably reduced in number and complexity by processing jobs in the order in which they are created. If this were not the case, disjunctive precedence constraints would be required.
If the job precedence relation were not already established, an 'either-or" disjunctive ordering relationship would have to be accommodated in precedence constraints developed -i.e., precedence constraints would have to be included for the case p < i, as well; additionally, the problem would be made more complex by virtue of the need to activate the correct constraints depending on the job ordering selected.
Since the frequency assignment derived for the collection of nodes must lie within the available frequency bandwidth, constraint (7) requires that all operations, for all jobs, on all machines, conclude within the total available time, T. Constraint (8) ensures that no operations start before the beginning of the total time interval available.
The objective is minimization of schedule makespani.e., minimization of the difference between the earliest start time scheduled for any operation of any job, and the latest completion time for any operation of any job. Jobs are ordered lexicographically; therefore, the last opera_tion of the last job scheduled will have the latest start time. If variable processing times are permitted, it cannot be assumed that the operation with the latest start time is also the operation with the latest conclusion time.
Therefore, the objective is expressed as (8), minimizing over all machines k =(1,...,M), the latest completion time of any operation of the last job scheduled.
The Minimum Resource Model
The Minimum
Resource Model represents an alternative view of spectrum conservation, seeking minimization of the number of distinct frequencies utilized to successfully accomplish an assignment. The scheduling case considered here concerns use of machine resources, where each machine represents a frequency;, minimizing the number of machines used to process operations to be scheduled is equivalent to using the minimum number of frequencies to accomplish a successful assignment.
The total number of machines available for processing jobs will be determined in part by the total frequency bandwidth within which frequencies must be assigned, and how the bandwidth is divided. If channels of a specified bandwidth are required, an upper bound on the total number of active machines required can be initially determined by the number of channels accommodated by the total available bandwidth. The same is true for discrete frequencies, as opposed to channels. This formulation assumes that either channels or discrete (as opposed to continuous) frequencies are assigned.
Since there are a specific number of nodes in the communications network, and each node requires a specific number of operating frequencies, this bound can be reduced.
Assuming that each of the frequencies assigned at a node must be different, an alternative upper bound for the required number of active frequencies, or machines, can be determined. If sufficient bandwidth exists to satisfy these requirements, the entire bandwidth may not be needed in constructing a set of active machines for the scheduling problem. At most, the number of active machines required to provide a separate distinct frequency for each requirement of each of the nodes is needed. Therefore, an initial bound on the total number of active machines (frequencies) required is determined by summing over all nodes the number of operating frequencies required by each, e.g. II M a " _,, n,
|-1 where ni is the number of operating frequencies required by node i, i = (1.....n), where n is the total number of nodes. This initial upper bound on the number of active machines required may not be sufficient as an initial upper bound on the total number of machines (frequencies), l_othactive and inactive, that must be made available to complete a schedule satisfying all constraints.
It may be possible to reduce the number of active machines required, which may leave selected machines idle. The need to enforce frequency separations may also require that additional idle machines be made available.
An initial upper bound can be determined for the total number of machines that must be made available, by counting the number of constraints, si, associated with each node i. Since there may be multiple frequencies required per node, si must be multiplied by the number of requirements for the node, ni. Summing over all nodes results in the upper bound
i*l Jobs, operations, time intervals, and constraints are characterized in a manner consistent with the objective of minimizing resource use, i.e., use of separate machines to perform operations, where each machine corresponds to a discrete frequency or channel• An operation on a machine represents assignment of a frequency to a given node. The requirement of a given number of separate operating frequencies by a given node cannot be satisfied if two operations identified with the same node are performed on the same machine; this would mean attempting to satisfy two frequency requirements at the same node with the same frequency. Each operation associated with the same node must be performed on a _ machine. Accordingly, each j.P.b.,consisting of a set of tasks to be performed on a different machine, represents a complete frequency assignment for a_ node. The number of jobs to be scheduled equals the number of nodes in the communications network, i.e, n. The number of operations required by each job will correspond to the number of frequencies required by the node represented by the job; i.e., if jobs J1,'", Jn are associated with nodes i = (1,...., n), job Ji will require ni operations, where ni is the number of frequencies required by node i. Since more machines may be available for use than are actually necessary to perform all jobs, it cannot be assumed that each operation within a job is automatically identified with the machine on which it must be performed. The minimum resource scheduling model requires decision variables for this purpose. An upper limit on total time available, within which all jobs must be completed, is also required.
In the Minimum Makespan Model, time corresponded to frequency and an upper limit on available frequency bandwidth translated to a limit on available time. This is not true here, as machines represent frequencies; limitations on frequency resources imply limitations on the number of available machines.
However, discrete time intervals and an upper limit on available time can be defined in a way that benefits the structure of the Minimum Resource Model.
Any operation, for any job, on any machine, will be assumed to require unit processing time. Since a j._ consists of a complete frequency assignment to one of N nodes, and no node may use the same frequency twice, no j._ may use the same machine twice. Each operation requires unit processing time, and operations associated with at most n different jobs can be performed on each machine, so an upper limit of n time units available exists.
It will be required that all operations associated with a single job be performed simultaneously on different machines; operations associated with _ jobs cannot be performed simultaneously.
Therefore, on any machine, the interval associated with an operation will provide an index of the job that is scheduled.
Decision variables associating jobs and start times are not required. Structuring time intervals as described simplifies counting the number of usages of each "active"machine, which simplifies calculating the objective function.
Once again, constraints of primary concern are frequency separation constraints limiting co-channel and adjacent-channel interference. Restrictions on frequencies allowable for different nodes will imply that performance of a specific operation on a given machine will prohibit the use of a specific set of machines for operations associated with other jobs Let r. represent • -11 the index of the machine to which operation j of job i is assigned. Since job i represents a complete frequency assignment for node i, let frequency separation requirements between frequencies utilized for node i and all other nodes k be represented as multiples of a discrete frequency interval. Each machine corresponds to a discrete frequency range• Thus, frequency separation requirements between frequencies for nodes i and k are expressed as differences in mo_hin¢ index separating feasible machines for jobs i and k, rik. Use of machine xik for the j-th operation of job i implies that the machine with index x.. + rik is the next feasible machine on which a job-_ operation may performed.
The objective is to minimize the number of active machines required to accomplish the assignment, while meeting all such constraints. Figure 4 illustrates the concept that different schedules, for the same set of nodes and constraints, may require different numbers of actlve machines out of a total number of machines available. Once an upper bound on the total number of both active and inactive machines has been determined, the following minimum resource scheduling problem can be solved: = index of the machine to which operation j of job i is assigned (decision variables); Yim 1, if an operation associated with job i is assigned to machine m (i.e., xij = m for some j-th operation of job i; 0, otherwise (decision variables). rik required number of machines separating a machine performing any operation for job i and a machine performing any operation for job k.
The variables rik implement frequency separation constraints.
The xij provide a method to assign time slots to operations on each machine. The variables Yim provide a way to determine the number of operations utilizing each machine. Constraint (13) determines feasible machine indices for all operations. Constraint (14) requires that all jobs be performed on some machine. Constraint (15) requires that no more than n operations, for n jobs, be performed on the same machine. These constraints also ensure that no two operations associated with the same job will be performed on the same machine; in other words, the same frequency will not be used to provide two frequency assignments at the same node.
In the definition of decision variables Yim, Yim equals 1 if xr equals the machine index m. Constraint (16t implements this requirement.
Constraints (17) and (18) require that decision variables xij and Yim be nonnegative.
The objective is minimization of the total number of active machines utilized to perform all jobs. The total number of active machines is equivalent to the total number of uses of._ machines by__! operations of_ jobs, minus the uses over and above the f_st use of each machine by an operation of any job. The number of total uses of all machines is (20) m=l i=I
The usesofanyindividual machinemay be expressed as 2Ey,.
iffil The number ofusesofeachmachineoverandabovethe first use, is:
The number of uses of any machine (active or idle) is givenby
The objective is thus to minimize
A secondary objective is systematic reduction ofthetotal number ofactive and inactive machinesrequired forthe assignment; in other words, utilizing 'theminimum number of frequencies withina minimal makespan. Accordingly, the bound M on the totalnumber of machinescan be iteratively reduced,and a series of problemsfordifferent bounds on xij can be solved.
3,0 Solution Techniques
In the Minimum Makespan Model, the decision variables, xij, represented possible start times for i = (1,...,n) jobs on M machines. The scheduling problem is solved by enumerating at most two start times for any operation of any job.
In order to schedule any operation h of any job i, at most two possible start times must be considered, since constraints (4), (53, (6), (8) must be satisfied:
and, if (25) is infeasible maxk. , (x,. ÷ (26) By explicitly considering atmost two start timesforeach operationof each job,we implicitly enumerate all feasible schedules and minimizemakcspanby scheduling attheearliest feasible start timeforeach operation of eachjob.Evaluation of thesetwo start timessuffices to assess theentire rangeofpossible values (1..... T)forall
Xih. :
As discussed in section 2.0, ordering of nodes requiring assignment of communications frequencies impacts the total schedule makespan.
For n sites, n! possible orderings are possible; exhaustive examination of all orderings is impractical. Therefore the ordering strategy to reference nodes to machines should be developed from insight into the frequency assignment problem. It is also desirable to examine more than one ordering strategy for a given problem to determine which strategy yields minimum makespan; it is possible that one strategy maY produce better results for a given problem than an alternate strategy. Two ordering strategies were developed for the solution of the Minimum Makespan Model.
Completing the "most difficult" assignment first, followed by assignments of decreasing difficulty, has intuitive appeal in that it is logical to assume that the assignments that are the least difficult are the most flexible in their requirements, and will have fewer feasible assignments prohibited by virtue of preceding assignments made. Frequency separation requirements between nodes may be listed in a matrix, in which each pair of nodes is represented by a row and column index. Each matrix (row, column) entry represents the frequency separation required between any operating frequencies assigned to the nodes represented by the index pair.
An additional consideration must be taken into account in ordering nodes from most-to-least constrained. Each node may need a variable number of frequencies; it is possible that a node with a high number of requirements may have a high number of frequency separation constraints, as well. Making an assignment to such a node is _ difficult in that prior assignments made will restrict frequencies available to this node, and more frequencies are required. The number of requirements and restrictions affecting a node should both be considered in order to assign frequencies first to those nodes anticipated to be the most difficult to accommodate.
Achieving a mi_xim_ll¥ qonstrained ordering will therefore require examining the frequency separation matrix as well as the number of frequencies required by each node.
For each row of the frequency separation matrix, representing a given node, frequency separations are summed to assess the relative magnitude of constraints affecting each node. Nodes are sorted in descending order on the magnitude of their frequency separation constraint sums. Next, the number of such constraints is counted for each node; nodes are re-sorted again in descending order on the number of their constraints. The number of frequencies required for each node is the basis of the final sort, again in descending order. The machine index representing each node is referenced to the final ordering obtained.
As an alternative to ordering nodes by assignment difficulty, nodes may be ordered so that each frequency assignment to a given node preserves maximum flexibility for future assignments. 3r'38
Since machines represent nodes and frequencies assigned to nodes are represented by scheduled times of operations on machines, an ordering of nodes requiring the least additional spectrum to make an assignment of a frequency would tend to produce a schedule requiring the least additional time commitment for scheduling each operation within each job, and hence would tend to minimize frequency span and makespan respectively.
Nodes are first ordered by the number of constraints that their frequencies must obey; ordering is ascending, from lowest to highest number of applicable constraints. This ordering is checked for ties among nodes; nodes with the same number of constraints are ordered by the sum of their required frequency separations, in ascending order.
In a sense, the ordering at the conclusion of this part of the process is opposite to that derived with the maximally constrained strategy;, nodes are ordered by increasing constraint complexity. The procedure does not take into account the number of frequencies required per node. The object is a le_t-_pectrum commitment ordering, in that making an assignment to each node in turn (i.e., scheduling each operation within a single job) commits the least additional frequency (time) to the total span of the frequency assignment (schedule).
Therefore, the total number of requirements connected with any given node is not a consideration;
the goal is to determine an ordering that permits completion of one assignment to each node in turn while retaining maximum flexibility for future assignments.
At the conclusion of the first stage of the least spectrum commitment ordering process, nodes are ordered from least constrained to most constrained.
The second stage begins with the node at the top of the current list and searches the remainder of the list for the node requiring least frequency separation from the previous node, as this node would require the least additional spectrum commitment to be made in an assignment.
This node becomes the second in the ordering. The remainder of the list is then searched for the node requiring the least frequency separation from those previously selected. This process is repeated until all nodes are listed; each additional node represents that which requires the commitment of the least additional spectrum as required by frequency separation constraints. Ordering nodes from least constrained to most constrained in the first stage of the process increases the chances of finding the least spectrum commitment-candidate node early in the list search, reducing the number of adjustments to the first stage ordering.
The
Minimum Resource Model is more combinatorially complex than the Minimum Makespan Model. An efficient solution procedure explores only those solutions likely to produce the types of solutions sought -those which use the minimum number of machines necessary to achieve a successful schedule, within the minimum number of available machines required. It is clearly beneficial to use each individual machine for as many different tasks as possible. This will minimize the total number of machines which must be actively used 31'34.
In the Minimum Resource
Model, machines represent discrete frequency intervals; each job consists of assigning the required number of frequencies to a given node. Separations required between operating frequencies at different nodes, and at the same node, are implemented as restrictions on which machines may be used to perform operations.
If no frequency separation is required between operating frequencies of a particular set of nodes, operations representing the assignment of a frequency to this set of nodes may be scheduled on the same machine.
The set of all operations associated with all jobs may be partitioned into groups of operations which may be performed on the same machine. While this process does not produce an assignment, it determines the minimum number of resources (machines) that are required to achieve one, and will achieve the primary objective of the Minimum Resource Model. Once a partition is constructed, all members of each partition may be scheduled on a machine, meeting all constraints and minimizing the total number of available (both active and idle) resources required.
Constructing a set partition is a relatively simple procedure. Consider a frequency separation matrix, and a list of requirements for all nodes, as described for the Minimum Makespan Model.
Clearly, any two requirements for two different nodes requiring zero frequency separation may be placed in the same partition. Thus, any two operations, associated with two different jobs, requiring zero machine displacement, should be placed in the same partition. All operations of all jobs are examined in turn for possible membership in a partition; membership in a partition of operations associated with jobs will require that each member operation needs zero machine displacement from all other member operations. Each operation of each job will be considered for membership in an existing partition; while membership may be possible in a number of existing partitions, the operation will be placed as a member in the first such partition encountered, to speed the partitioning process. If no existing partition accommodates the operation being examined, a new partition is created which contains the operation as its first (and possibly, only) member.
While specific machines to which the operations will be assigned have not been determined, the number of partitions cieated yields the number Of active machines that will need to _ u_d. A feasibility check may now be performed to determine that at least this number of machines are available.
If they are not, then the frequency assignment interpretation of this condition is that insufficient bandwidth exists to make a complete assignment satisfying all constraints. If sufficient resources are available, the next step in the solution process may be performed: determining a specific assignment of partitions to machines.
Developing a schedule of operations on the available machines is itself made easier by the set partitioning process. In determining a schedule, possible machines for entire partitions may be considered, which is less complex and lengthy than examining all possible machines that might be used for each individual operation of each and every job. However, there are a number of machines available to perform the operations associated with each given partition.
A variety of possible solutions exists that are of equal quality with respect to the objective of minimizing the use of active resourceS.
However, there is a secondary objective in the Minimum Resource Model. By scheduling partitions of operations on machines that have as little relative displacement as possible, the objective of minimizing the number of both active and idle resources that are required for a solution can be achieved secondarily, minimizing the frequency span for the assignment.
The process of assigning partitions to machines is analogous to the Least Spectrum Commitment ordering strategy for the Minimum Makespan Model. Each new partition will be selected for scheduling to result in the minimum increment in total machine index, resulting in minimization of the total number of active and idle machines needed to complete the schedule.
The first partition scheduled is that with the maximum number of member operations. Remaining partitions will each be examined to determine which candidate should be scheduled next. Candidates are assessed on the basis of the new maximum machine index that would be required if that candidate were to be scheduled, by examining each candidate partition's required machine displacement from each of the partitions already scheduled. While all member operations of a candidate partition require zero machine displacement with respect to one another, members may require different displacements from members of other partitions.
Thus, assessing machine displacement required between two partitions requires that machine displacement between-_ possible pairs of their respective members be assessed; the displacement between partitions is the maximum required between any two members of the two respective partitions.
The maximum new machine index that is required to schedule a given partition is obtained by calculating required displacement between the candidate partition and each previously scheduled partition, and adding that displacement to the machine index corresponding to the scheduled partition.
This process is followed for each unscheduled partition; the partition requiring minimum commitment of additional machine resources (both active and idle) is selected -i.e, the partition requiring the lowest new machine index is selected. strategy is best for test case 3. However, a potentially productive coupling exists between an iterative procedure to assess assignment difficulty, such as that presented in [4], and the Minimum Makespan Model. Since the Minimum Makespan Model conserves spectrum, it is possible that an iterative assignment process could conclude earlier, using less frequency span, if the Minimum Makespan Model was incorporated as a method of determining an assignment once an ordering is determined.
Results

Computer
Test cases examined demonstrate the impact of node ordering on schedule makespan and frequency span that may be achieved with the Minimum Makespan Model. The two ordering strategies specifically developed for the model, Maximally Constrained ordering and Least Spectrum Commitment ordering demonstrate specific performance tendencies in test cases 1 through 3. It is expected that the Maximally Constrained ordering strategy would exhibit better performance for problems where nodes require a variable number of assigned frequencies, since this strategy takes this factor into account. However, this strategy does not order nodes in relationship to one another; the strategy merely ranks nodes from most to least constrained.
The Least
Spectrum Commitment ordering strategy may be the strategy of choice for highly constrained problems, as nodes are ordered in terms of their relationship to one another. As both strategies are easily implemented, the best approach may be to attempt both strategies for a given problem, and adopt the best assignment found.
As was demonstrated with test case 2, it is possible for both strategies to perform equally well with respect to makespan (frequency span) while determining alternate assignments. From test case 3, Least Spectrum Commitment ordering appears to be more effective for highly constrained problems.
It is apparent that scheduling the most highly constrained operation first, followed by operations successively less constrained, as is done with Maximally Constrained ordering, exhausts the time (frequency) span available relatively early in the process; the first eight nodes in the Maximally Constrained ordering receive assignments, at which point the available time (frequency) is exhausted. Least Spectrum Commitment ordering permits the scheduling process to continue further than does the other strategy, by preserving a larger portion of the available time span for scheduling additional operations.
Results of the Minimum Resource Model
The Minimum Resource Model was applied to Test Cases 1, 2, and 3. Results for each test case are summarized in Tables 7, 8 , and 9, which present resulting schedules and corresponding frequency assignments.
For test case 1, the Minimum Resource Model achieved an assignment utilizing 11 active frequencies, which is the minimum number achievable for this test case consistent with satisfying all frequency separation constraints.
For test case 2, the Minimum Resource Model found an assil_ament with the demonstrated minimum number 1°of required frequencies for the assignment.
The Minimum Resource
Model thus does achieve minimum order frequency assignment.
Since this test problem is not highly constrained, and each subset of the set partitioning of sites contains more than 1 member (Partition 1 and Partition 2 contain 4 members each, respectively), a redundant solution is also possible, by interchanging the frequencies associated with each partition.
For more highly constrained problems this may not be the case.
For test case 3, the Minimum Resource Model is able to achieve a partial assignment of frequencies to 15 of 16 sites, using a total of 13 frequencies of the 21 available (14 are determined to be necessary through set partitioning.)
The ratio of required number of frequencies, 14, to the total number of requirements, 16, is high; this is one indication of the high degree of difficulty of determining an assignment for test case 3. While a complete assignment was not achieved, the results are very encouraging. Recall that the procedure utilized in [4] required nine applications before achieving an assignment to 15 of 16 sites for this test case; the Minimum Resource Model achieved similar results with a single application, suggesting that the Minimum Resource Model may be a viable approach to highly constrained problems.
While a feasible assignment was not achieved for test case 3, the Minimum Resource Model might be coupled with an assignment ordering strategy, such as that presented in [4], with productive results.
Since the Minimum Resource Model minimizes the number of discrete frequencies utilized to achieve an assignment, it is conceivable that its use as an assignment procedure in an iterative process like that of [4] might result in earlier solution of the assignment problem.
Comparison of Model Results
The Minimum Makespan and Minimum Resource Models are designed to represent two alternative views of spectrum conservation.
The Minimum Makespan MOdel achieves frequency assignment using a minimum range (lowest to highest) of frequencies. The Minimum Resource Model achieves frequency assignment using the minimum number of frequencies possible. A tradeoff between the two models may be exhibited, in that a wider range of frequencies may be required to achieve assignment with a minimum number of frequencies; conversely, a larger number of frequencies may be required to achieve an assignment within a minimum range of frequencies. It is also expected that one model may exhibit better performance than the other for specific types of problems.
For test case 1, the Minimum Makespan Model achieved assignments with total frequency spans of 180.0 and 190.0, utilizing 13 and 14 frequencies, for the Maximally Constrained and Least Spectrum Commitment ordering strategies respectively. The Minimum Resource model achieved an assignment for test case 1 with a total frequency span of 220.0, utili_ng 11 frequencies.
Thus, for Test Case 1, a tradeoff of exactly the type expected is observed -i.e., lower frequency span, with more frequencies used, versus high frequency span, with fewer frequencies used.
For test case 2, the Minimum Makespan Model achieved a frequency assignment with a total span of 40, utilizing 3 frequencies, for all ordering strategies. The Minimum
Resource Model achieved a frequency assignment, with a total span of 40, utilizing 2 frequencies. In this case, the tradeoff expected between the two models is not exhibited; both models achieve the same frequency span, but the Minimum Resource Model requires one fewer frequency.
It cannot be stated definitively that the Minimum Resource Model achieves superior performance, however; the usefulness of conserving the frequency not utilized in the assignment, which is located between two other frequencies, depends upon whether the frequency may truly be utilized for additional requirements.
As a general principle, however, it would be beneficial to conserve frequencies if doing so requires no increase in frequency span over that achieved with a minimum span assignment. to group together requirements that may be satisfied by the same frequency; the Least Spectrum Commitment ordering strategy will tend to place requirements that may share the same frequency in adjacent "slots" in the ordering. The total frequency span utilized for the Minimum Resource assignment is 525.0; that achieved with the Minimum Makespan Model is 500.0. However, since an additional node receives an assignment via the Minimum Resource Model, it is not surprising that a greater span is utilized in the partial assignment achieved. A direct comparison of the frequency spans achieved by each model is not truly possible for this example.
Summary and Conclusions
Alternative definitions of spectrum conservation exist. Spectrum-conserving frequency assignment may be defined in one of at least two ways. Minimum span frequency assignment minimizes the range of frequencies that must be used to meet a given set of demands. This objective is desired in portions of the spectrum allocated to two or more incompatible services, because it conserves the largest continuous portion of the spectrum for future assignment. Minimum order frequency assignment meets a specific set of demands with the minimum number of frequencies. This objective is suitable in portions of the spectrum allocated to just one service, where it is desirable to preserve the maximum number of channels for future assignment.
These alternate objectives are conflicting.
To achieve an assignment with the minimum number of frequencies, it may be necessary to use a wider range of frequencies; to achieve an assignment within a minimum frequency span, it may be necessary to use a higher number of frequencies. The second consideration in development of a general frequency assignment procedure is the computational complexity of the frequency assignment problem. Regardless of the objective, such problems are NP-hard or NP-complete. A variety of solutions are possible for any given problem; the task of enumerating all possible solutions in search of one -or more -optima is not practically possible. 
